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 Update CORSE.MDB  release 8.40 - January 31, 2022.

---  New releases  ---        Email :  oscardemicheli@gmail.com         

8.40 - May  31, 2022     Bug fixs.
                                       Color evidence form program.
                                              Improved times entry form with new functions.   
                                              Added best S1234 and Time pilots names .                                    
                                                 
8.43 - June  30, 2022    Bug fixs.
                                       Eliminate lap from timekeepers.
                                             I.L.T. function modified : with copy / paste and real time 
                                             and manual time entry.
                                             
8.45 - August  3, 2022   Bug fixs.
                                       Difference management on the fourth sector.
                                              IDL new function My chrono.
                                              IDL-ILT automatic acquisition of position and names of best pilots
                                              S1-S2-S3-S4. 
                                              Use of copy and paste times without using the keyboard (only with
                                              mouse).
                                              Improved the function of inserting best times.
                                              IDL-realtime video web page example of automatic time
                                              acquisition.

8.46 - August  25, 2022  Bug fixs.
                                        Opens and closes My chrono function automatically.
                                        Check and modify times if canceled -C- Perugia timing.
                                        Ready real-time time acquisition function already 
                                        requested to Perugia timing.
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8.51 - march 9, 2023    Bug fixs. 
                                    IDL - Improved many forms with more content.
                                    ILT - Improved many forms with more content:  
                                    New features taken from I.L.T. :     
                                    Complete Setup. 
                                    Complete management of 18 sets of tyres. 
                                    Text notepads for each track. 
                                    Management of elapsed time between laps. 
                                    Chrono management to take the lap time with 
                                    chrono creation in case of timing system failure. 
                                    Automatic management with separate S3 and S4
                                    differences.  
                                    Create job list for mechanics in PDF. 

8.52 - april 6, 2023       Bug fixs.
                                         Modify the entry of tire temperatures.  
                                         Modifications on exchange of spare parts. 

8.53 - may 4,  2023       Bug fixs.
                                         New 'IDL info' feature.
                                         Set tires and pressures.       
                                    Fuel and Laps.
                                                Predisposition for the 5th sector.
                                         Mychrono: creates files for importing into Excel.
                                         Improved acquisition of official timed times with 
                                         copy/paste.

8.55  August 31, 2023  Bug fixs.
                                        Attention, the ILT function has been removed from
                                        version 8.55, if you want to continue using this function
                                        use a version earlier than 8.55. You can copy the .PDF 
                                        files generated by ILT to a folder under IDLXP10 and 
                                        then switch to feature 8.55 which will only use the IDL
                                        feature.
                                        New 'Official' function to automatically create the files
                                        to insert with copy/paste the Official data.
                                   New 'Session' function to automatically create files
                                        containing all the data on the timetables entered with the
                                        functions: manual copy/paste in real time, to be used as
                                         'excel' sheets.
                                   Creation of a list of all the sessions done by the
                                   Team, with the following references: date/time,
                                   track, session type, pilot, best pilot times and 
                                   overall, this text file will be used to create an App
                                   on smartphone from which you can consult all



                                   sessions done with IDL software.
                                   Now the IDl software works perfectly with 3-4-5
                                   sectors and also with the real time of the official
                                   timing service. All these files are in the folder :
                                   ?:\IDLXP10\APHONEIDL
                                   We will see later how to make an APP for iPhone
                                   and Android, importing all the files necessary for
                                   consulting all the driver sessions and times on
                                   smartphones.
                                   Video version 8.55
                                   Video IDL data on Smarphone
                                   New BACKUP function inside 'RESULTS', which
                                   copies the C:\ACCESS folder on IDLXP10 of
                                   Windows 10/11. With this function, the IDLXP10
                                   folder contains all the IDL backup data to be
                                   taken to your CLOUD.
                                   Video Backup IDL

8.56  November 9, 2023  Bug fixs.
                                    Protocol for the automatic storage of times recorded by  
                                         the various official timing services. 
                                         Management of automatic real time with 3-4-5 sectors in
                                         hundredths and thousandths.
                                         Pdf for the creation of an automatic Real Time
                                         VIDEO VERSION 8.56
                                   New function to modify the best times of the 3-4-5 sectors
                                         with thousandths.
                                         Video IDL-2024
                                    Video WHATSAPP

8.60  January 22, 2024  Bug fixs.
                                     2 new manual time entry features.  
                                                 PROTOCOL.IDL file for automatic real time 
                                     demo testing (option A) this file can also be
                                     modified during a session, the file must be
                                     inserted in the IDLXP10/IDL folder on the
                                     Windows 10/11 desktop.
                                     Small changes to the display on some forms.

NOTE:  Just for some small errors, IDL does not change the version
number, but only changes the version date.
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At the end of the website page: www.idlsoftware.it, in addition to the
version number, the date of the last update is also displayed.
If the date is different from the one shown on the site, download the
CORSE.mdb version of the program again, to correct the small and
trivial errors found previously.


